We present a demonstration of a prototype system aimed at providing support with procedural tasks for astronauts on board the International Space Station. Current functionality includes navigation within the procedure, previewing steps, requesting a list of images or a particular image, recording voice notes and spoken alarms, setting parameters such as audio volume. Dialogue capabilities include handling spoken corrections for an entire dialogue move, reestablishing context in response to a user request, responding to user barge-in, and help on demand. The current system has been partially reimplemented for better efficiency and in response to feedback from astronauts and astronaut training personnel. Added features include visual and spoken step previewing, and spoken correction of dialogue moves. The intention is to introduce the system into astronaut training as a prelude to flight on board the International Space Station.
Introduction
Astronauts on board the International Space Station engage in a wide variety of tasks on orbit including medical procedures, extra vehicular activity (E V A), scientific payloads, and station repair and maintenance. These human space flight activities require extensive and thorough procedures. These procedures are written down in the form of a number of steps and, with various notes, cautions, and warnings interspersed throughout the procedure. Each step may have one or more sub steps. Procedures also include branch points, callouts to other procedures, and instructions to communicate with mission control. Since December 2001, the RIALIST group has been developing a spoken dialogue system for providing assistance with space station procedures. and described the first version of the system, which operated on a simplified (and invented) procedure for unpacking and operating a digital camera and included speech input and speech output only. Aist et al. (2003) described a second version of the system with an XML-based display, and that included support for not only procedures, but also voice notes and recorded alarms, and parameter settings such as increasing and decreasing volume. In this paper, we describe the third version of the system, with a reimplemented architecture based on a functional specification of the domain-specific aspects of the system combined with an event-driven generic architectural framework. We also describe two new features: previewing of steps, and spoken correction of dialogue moves.
System Description
The March 2003 version of the Intelligent Procedure Assistant is shown in Figure 1 , just after loading a procedure. The March 2003 version provides the following functions: Loading a procedure by specifying its name, for example, "Load water procedure." Sequential navigation through individual steps, for example, "Next step" or "Previous step." Navigation to arbitrary steps, for example, "Go to step two point one." Setting system parameters, such as "Increase volume" or "Decrease volume." Handling annotations, such as voice notes or alarms ("Record a voice note"), or pictures ("Show the small waste water bag."). Previewing steps; for example, "Read step three". Issuing spoken corrections (of entire commands), for example, "I meant go to step two." We will discuss previewing steps and issuing spoken corrections in turn.
Previewing steps (Reading mode)
Besides acting on the current step, astronauts indicated that they would like a spoken preview of the next step. Currently this functionality is implemented as displaying a second procedure window in the upper right corner of the screen. Furthermore, steps are prefixed with a spoken indication of previewing, for example, "Reading mode. Note before step two…" To transition back into normal (execution) mode, the user may say "Stop reading." Figure 2 shows the resulting display for the reading mode.
Issuing spoken corrections
In the March 2003 version of the Checklist system, the user may issue a spoken correction in the case of an incorrectly given command, or in the case of a speech recognition error (e.g. "read me step three" AE "repeat step three"). The dialogue history is represented as a list of the prior dialogue states. Currently we model a correction as a change in the information state, a rollback of the previous action plan, and then an application of the new action plan. Figure 3 shows the display after issuing a correction, "I meant the wash cloth". Reading mode has been exited, and a picture of the washcloth is displayed. 3 Architecture, or, How to write a dialogue system in three easy steps
There are three main sections to the dialogue handling code: the input manager, dialogue manager, and the output manager (Figure 4 ). These are similar divisions to those proposed in Allen et al. (2000) . Here, we also adopt a further division of the code into application-specific code and generic code. Application-specific code computes the following function for each component, as a compilation step:
Input manager: Input AE Event Dialogue manager: (Event, State) AE (Action, State) Output manager: Action AE (Output, Inverse)
The Output and Inverse computed by the Input manager are the multimodal output plans and their multimodal inverses, respectively. The multimodal inverses are used when applying a correction -in conjunction with a return to a previous state on the history list.
The generic code is an interpretation (or execution) step; the input manager's code collects incoming events and dispatches the events to the dialogue manager. The dialogue manager's code collects the incoming events, retrieves the previous state, applies the application-specific function, saves the new state, and then dispatches the new action. The output manager takes the action, applies the application-specific function to compute the output and its inverse, and then dispatches the output plan one action at a time. Each action is represented as an OAA solvable, and dispatched sequentially to be handled by the appropriate agent such as the text-to-speech agent.
The entire dialogue manager is side-effectfree. (With the minor exception of loading a procedure file, which causes a change in the "last accessed" time of the file.) In a more typical dialogue system architecture such as that shown in Figure 5 , the side effects are represented separately. The integration of side effects into the output plan has positive benefits for robustness, since they will be represented in one place (and thus modified at the same time when programming changes are made). Rudnicky, Reed, and Thayer (1996) support / maintenance related) but with the computer in more control of the actual task. S & K Electronics (n.d.) mention a procedure development environment for rapidly developing and verifying on-orbit procedures (http://sk-web.sk-tech.com/proj.html). Possible future work includes adding procedures involving inventory management and robot arm assistance, automating dialogue system construction from XML procedures, integrating with telemetry to monitor execution of the procedure and develop error recovery options, improving naturalness of the speech output, modeling dialogue to include dialogue moves and expected user responses, and improving speech recognition to be robust to ISS noise.
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